Abstract-We report transmission of 60-fs and 245-fs pulses, respectively, over 42-m and 2.5-km fiber links which consist of standard single-mode fibers (SMF) concatenated with dispersion-compensating fibers (DCF). The experiments using very short pulses (60 fs) over a short fiber length (42 m) demonstrate the ability to achieve simultaneous dispersion and dispersion slope compensation using this technique. Femtosecond spectral interferometry measurements of this 42-m link show that its residual dispersion slope is approximately six times lower than that of the dispersion-shifted fiber. Finally, to demonstrate that the dispersion-limited propagation distance is proportional to the cube of the pulsewidth, we transmit 245-fs pulses over a 2.5-km SMF-DCF link and achieve comparable pulse restoration as with the shorter fiber experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION

W
ITH FIBER loss being compensated by fiber amplifiers, fiber group-velocity dispersion (GVD) has become a major factor in limiting short-pulse transmission. Dispersion and dispersion compensation are then key issues for high-speed lightwave transmission systems, especially timedivision multiplexed (TDM) [1] and code-division multipleaccess (CDMA) systems [2] . A variety of dispersion compensation techniques have been investigated, mostly for the purpose of upgrading embedded standard single-mode fibers (SMF's) with a large anomalous dispersion 17 ps/km/nm at 1.55 m for use in state-of-the-art 1.55-m systems experiments operating at 10 Gb/s and above. These include techniques utilizing chirped fiber Bragg gratings [3] - [6] , bulk grating-and-lens pairs [7] , mid-span spectral inversion [8] - [11] , and dispersion-compensating fibers [12] - [15] . In addition, a number of fiber experiments exploring linear dispersion compensation with ultrashort (femtosecond) pulses are now beginning to appear. For pulses in the femtosecond regime, simultaneous compensation of both second-and third-order dispersion (or dispersion and dispersion slope) is necessary [7] , [16] . One recent system experiment used linear propagation with dispersion and partial-dispersion slope compensation for transmission of 980-fs pulses over 40 km of fiber to demonstrate 400-Gb/s TDM transmission [17] . Linearly chirped fiber Bragg gratings have been used to compensate the second-order but not the third-order dispersion for 500-fs pulses transmitted over 245 m of SMF [3] and 3.9 km of dispersion-shifted fiber (DSF) [4] . Recently, continously chirped fiber gratings with a high reflectivity bandwidth of 5.2 nm have been used for dispersion compensation in 40-Gb/s system experiments using SMF; however, phase variations within the high reflectivity bandwidth still appear to limit these devices to picosecond applications [6] . Transmission of 150-and 500-fs pulses was demonstrated, respectively, over 400 m and 3.2 km of DSF using a bulk grating-and-lens apparatus [7] , which can simultaneously compensate both secondand third-order dispersion when operating at wavelengths shorter than the fiber zero dispersion wavelength . Here we apply the dispersion-compensating fiber approach to achieve simultaneous dispersion and dispersion slope compensation for transmission of ultrashort (62 and 245 fs) pulses over 40-m and 2.5-km fiber links respectively, in an all-fiber system. We note that for femtosecond pulses, dispersion-compensated linear pulse propagation may lead to longer transmission distances than possible with solitons, which are limited in the femtosecond regime by higher order effects like the Raman self-frequency shift [18] .
The idea of using a special dispersion-compensating fiber (DCF) to compensate the dispersion in SMF was proposed as early as 1980 [19] . Early dispersion compensation experiments [12] - [14] used relatively long pulses 10 ps) and DCF with negative (or normal) dispersion (opposite of SMF) but positive dispersion slope (same as SMF) in the 1550-nm wavelength range. Consequently, although the second-order dispersion of the composite fiber link was compensated, the third-order dispersion was increased. Such DCF's are not desirable for femtosecond pulse propagation. In our experiments, we are interested in extending the DCF technique to achieve simultaneous second-and third-order dispersion compensation for femtosecond pulses. The possibility of simultaneous dispersion and dispersion slope compensation were first demonstrated using higher order fiber modes to enable broad-band dispersion compensation for several WDM channels [15] . Here we employ a single-mode DCF which exhibits both negative dispersion and negative dispersion slope [20] for femtosecond-pulse dispersion compensation. We first tested this DCF by demonstrating nearly dispersionless transmission of 62-fs pulses over a 42-m concatenated fiber link consisting of standard SMF and DCF [21] . To evaluate the performance limits of this technique, we utilized femtosecond spectral interferometry for in situ characterization of the small residual dispersion of this 42-m dispersion-compensated SMF-DCF fiber link. As we will show later, the residual dispersion of such dispersion-optimized link is dominated by third-order dispersion ( dispersion slope) with a value six times lower than that of DSF. To our knowledge, this is the first time that spectral interferometry has been used for measuring a fiber as long as tens of meters. Our experiments transmitting very short sub-100-fs pulses over a short distance (42 m) serve as an extremely sensitive test of the broad-band dispersion compensation capabilities of such links and allow us to predict the performance of experiments using longer (a few hundred femtoseconds) pulses and substantially longer links. To demonstrate this point, we have transmitted longer, 245-fs input pulses over a 2.5-km length of a similar SMF-DCF combination. Our results confirm the expectation [21] that the propagation distance should scale with pulsewidth to the third power. We also note that our demonstration of several kilometer propagation of several hundred femtosecond pulses should enable tests of novel code-division multiple-access local-area networking schemes [2] . This paper is structured as follows. We briefly review the dispersion compensation technique using DCF in Section II. In Section III, we describe our experimental apparatus and describe the results of the 42-m fiber transmission experiments. In Section IV, we discuss the femtosecond spectral interferometry technique and report its application for measurements of the 42-m fiber. The 2.5-km fiber transmission experiments for 245-fs pulses are described in Section V. In Section VI, we summarize.
II. DISPERSION COMPENSATION USING DCF
The effects of GVD can be accounted for by expanding the group delay per unit length, defined as (inverse of group velocity) about the center frequency as (1) where (2) is the group delay for the center frequency the time required for the center frequency component to travel unit distance.
is called the th order dispersion. As frequency moves away from the group delay deviates from on account of all orders of dispersion. Also, as pulses get shorter, the group delay spread increases because the spectral spread increases. Therefore, the dispersion effects increase as the pulsewidth decreases. Dispersion effects are also often expressed in terms of the variation in the group delay with respect to deviations in wavelength as follows: Here means derivative with respect to wavelength and are called dispersion and dispersion slope, respectively (sometimes referred to as second-and third-order dispersion as well). and are closely related to and as (4) (5) is called normal dispersion, while is denoted anomalous dispersion. In the normal-dispersion regime, the higher frequency components of a pulse travel more slowly than the lower frequency components. The opposite occurs in the case of anomalous dispersion. Both kinds of dispersion broaden the pulses and introduce a frequency chirp (approximately linear when the second-order dispersion dominates).
The scheme using DCF's is a linear, all-fiber technique which is very simple in concept and in implementation [12] - [15] . The idea of this technique is to concatenate a SMF with a DCF whose dispersion is equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to that of the SMF. As a result, the pulses broadened by SMF were recompressed by the DCF, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . The concatenated SMF-DCF fiber link can be characterized by an equivalent dispersion which is equal to the overall dispersion averaged over the total length of the fiber link. The equivalent dispersion is given by (6) where is the length ratio of the SMF to DCF, is the dispersion of the SMF and is the dispersion of the compensating fiber. Since the conventional SMF has a positive (anomalous) dispersion and a positive dispersion slope at 1550-nm wavelength range, a favorable DCF should be a single-mode fiber with a large negative (normal) dispersion and a negative dispersion slope. Such a DCF can be achieved by the proper design of the refractiveindex profile [20] . When concatenated with a SMF, such a DCF not only eliminates dispersion at certain wavelengths but also significantly reduces the overall dispersion slope, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 1(b) . Complete elimination of the second-and third-order dispersion simultaneously requires DCF that satisfies the following relation:
In practice, it is difficult to make such a perfectly matched DCF. However the combination of two DCF's, one with larger than SMF and the other with smaller should be capable of completely compensating the dispersion and dispersion slope for a wide wavelength range since both DCF lengths can be adjusted, providing one more degree of freedom to adjust the overall dispersion.
III. 42-M DISPERSION-COMPENSATED SMF-DCF LINK
For our first experiment, we characterize the propagation of sub-100-fs pulses over a short distance ( 42 m) SMF-DCF link [21] . As illustrated in Fig. 2 , femtosecond pulses from a mode-locked fiber laser are split into two by a 20/80 fiber coupler. Eighty percent of the power is sent to a concatenated SMF-DCF fiber link. The output pulses from the fiber link are measured by performing noncollinear second harmonic generation (SHG) intensity cross-correlation measurements using short (unbroadened) reference pulses which emerge out of the 20% port of the fiber coupler. The reference pulses and the output pulses from the fiber link could also be combined for spectral interferometry measurements, detailed in Section IV.
The femtosecond pulse source for our experiments was a stretched-pulse mode-locked Er-doped fiber ring laser [22] . The detail of this fiber laser is described in [21] . Our laser generates a stable train of femtosecond pulses at a 34-MHz repetition rate, with one pulse per cavity round-trip time. Our link is composed of 34.7 m of AT&T 5D singlemode fiber and 7.6 m of DCF (AT&T JRFDC1074C1DC). The SMF has 17 ps/km/nm (or 22 ps km and 0.05-0.06 ps/km/nm at 1550 nm. The DCF has 76 ps/km/nm measured by time-of-flight technique and a negative dispersion slope 0.2 ps/km/nm . To optimize the overall link dispersion, we iteratively adjusted and fine-tuned the lengths of SMF and DCF in order to reduce the duration of the output signal pulse to the shortest possible. The cross-correlation trace of the shortest output pulses is shown in Fig. 4 (a). The correlation width is 125-fs FWHM, corresponding to a deconvolved pulse duration of 110 fs, which is within a factor of two of the reference pulse duration. The 62-fs pulses would be broadened to 35 ps (calculated) after traveling through the SMF section alone; but by virtue of the DCF the final output pulse is recompressed to 110 fs, resulting in a compression ratio of 300. To our knowledge, this is the first experimental demonstration of sub-100-fs pulse propagation over several tens of meters of fiber. In order to illustrate the magnitude of pulse stretching and successful recompression, Fig. 4(b) shows the trace of the optimally recompressed signal pulse together with the calculated broadened 35-ps pulse (the intensity of the 35-ps pulse is magnified 20 times in order to be discernible). The shortest output pulses are obtained for an optimal fiber length ratio 4.57 (34.7 m/7.6 m). The pulse duration increases by 10% when the length ratio is changed by 0.15%. This indicates that accurate adjustment of the length ratio is important for the success of the DCF technique, as expected for our case of very high recompression ratio.
As shown in Fig. 4(a) , there is a small oscillation in the trailing tail of the output pulse, a phenomenon typical of positive third-order dispersion. This means that the second-order dispersion of the fiber link is almost completely compensated and the residual dispersion is dominated by third-order dispersion. To quantitatively characterize the performance of the DCF, the magnitude of this residual third-order dispersion and the zerodispersion wavelength should be measured. However, since intensity cross-correlation measurements do not provide any phase information and since the laser power spectrum is of an irregular shape, it's difficult to make accurate estimates for the residual dispersion and zero dispersion wavelength from the intensity profile of the output pulse alone. In the next section, we will present a spectral interferometry technique which is capable of measuring both phase and amplitude in order to characterize the residual dispersion of the fiber link.
IV. FIBER DISPERSION MEASUREMENTS USING SPECTRAL INTERFEROMETRY
Fiber dispersion can be measured by a number of measurement techniques, as reviewed in [24] and [25] . These include time-of-flight measurements and related frequencydomain phase-shift measurements, as well various interferometric measurements. The time-of-flight and related techniques generally require a minimum of 1 km of fiber in order to obtain reasonable precision with sufficient wavelength resolution. The interferometric techniques, either time-domain interferometry or spectral interferometry, are usually performed with very short fiber lengths on the order of 1 m. This limitation stems from the need for a free-space reference arm with a delay equal to that experienced in the fiber. Here we demonstrate the use of spectral interferometry to characterize the 42-m dispersion-compensated SMF-DCF fiber link. To our knowledge, this is the first time that spectral interferometry has been used for measuring a fiber as long as tens of meters. Our experiments using extremely short pulses ( 100 fs) serve as an extremely sensitive test for measuring small amounts of residual dispersion in the compensated fiber link. The results of our measurements can be used to extrapolate dispersion compensation performance for somewhat longer pulses (a few hundred femtoseconds) over fiber links in the kilometer range suitable for local-area network applications.
Spectral interferometry measurements can be performed using either incoherent or ultrashort pulse light sources. Incoherent white light sources have been applied principally for characterization of short ( 1 m) single-mode fibers [26] , [27] . Coherent ultrashort pulse sources have been applied, for example, to measure self-phase-modulation [28] and polarizationmode dispersion [29] . Spectral interferometry measurements using ultrashort optical pulses have also become popular for measurement of various bulk optical systems used in ultrafast optics applications [30] . Here we apply ultrabroadband ( 50 nm) femtosecond pulses from our mode-locked fiber laser for fiber dispersion measurements. The periodic nature of the mode-locked laser output allows us to correlate the pulses emerging from the fiber under test with pulses emitted substantially later from the laser. This eliminates the need for a long free-space reference arm and therefore leads to the ability to perform spectral interferometry measurements with much longer fibers. Our measurements reveal that the concatenated SMF-DCF fiber link has approximately zero second-order dispersion and a reduced third-order dispersion (dispersion slope) roughly six times smaller than that of dispersion-shifted fiber. Fig. 5 shows the schematic of our femtosecond spectral interferometry measurements. As before, 62-fs pulses from the stretched-pulse mode-locked Er-doped fiber ring laser were split into the two arms of a Mach-Zender interferometer. One arm of the interferometer is a free-space reference arm whose length can be varied using a stepper motor driven translation stage to introduce a time delay . The other (signal arm) contains the optical system to be measured, which in our case is the 42-m dispersion-compensated SMF-DCF fiber link. If there are no nonlinear effects, the power spectrum recorded by the optical spectrum analyzer at the output of the interferometer can be expressed as (8) where is the spectrum of the 62-fs input pulse and is the power split ratio of the two arms. The argument of the cosine term in the above equation is the phase difference of the two arms denoted as which contains the linear phase shift due to fixed time delay as well as the phase distortion due to fiber dispersion. The optical path length of the reference arm is adjusted to equal that of the signal arm containing the fiber within a small adjustable delay modulo the 30-ns pulse repetition period of the laser pulses. In our experiments, signal pulses passing through the fiber correlate with the sixth successive pulse passing through the reference arm. This periodic correlation property of the mode-locked laser circumvents the need for very long free-space delay arms and thus enables spectral interferometry to be applied to fibers more than an order of magnitude longer than previously. The setup used for intensity cross-correlation measurements in our dispersion compensation experiments in the previous section can be easily modified for spectral interferometry measurements. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , both the signal and the reference beams are redirected by inserting a moving mirror in front of the SHG crystal and then coupled into a single-mode fiber patchcord connected to an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) which records the spectrum of the superimposed pulses. Although the two beams are in a noncollinear configuration, the core of the single-mode fiber patchcord samples a spot smaller than a single spatial fringe and therefore maintains a high-contrast spectral interference pattern. The biggest concern in our experiments is the need to ensure that the interferometer path difference does not drift during the course of a measurement. In order to protect against such drift, we set the OSA for rapid scans, typically 1-2-s scan times over a 120-nm range, with a spectral resolution of 0.1 nm. We also checked for consistency by repeating each fiber measurement roughly ten times with various values of the delay .
For both dispersion compensation and spectral interferometry measurements, the average optical power sent to the concatenated fiber link is typically 1 mW, corresponding to a peak power of 425 W ( 4.5% of the 1 soliton power for 62-fs pulses in SMF) at the input of to the fiber link. Because the pulsewidth broadens rapidly in the first few meters of propagation, accumulated nonlinear phase shifts are expected to be very small. This contention is supported by nonlinear Schrödinger equation simulations reported elsewhere [31] . The power spectrum measured from the output of the 42-m link appears similar to the input spectrum for average powers up to 3 mW, the highest we have available, providing further evidence that we are operating in the linear transmission regime as desired.
Two examples of spectral interferograms were obtained for time delays of 2.9 ps (reference pulse ahead) and 1.7 ps, respectively. Noise in the interferograms is suppressed by lowpass filtering (in the time domain); the results are shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b) . The periodicity of the spectral fringes in Also note that the periodicity is not constant but varies slowly with frequency. These variations in periodicity arise from the phase distortions caused by the fiber dispersion; this is the information we would like to extract from the interferograms. These filtered interferograms are subsequently normalized by the spectrum of the input pulse, in order to isolate the dc and the cosine terms in (8) . We then obtain the spectral phase by locating the position of the maxima in the normalized filtered data and assigning a phase shift between adjacent spectral peaks. The resultant phase versus frequency data are fit to the following equation: (9) where is called the th-order dispersion and is the length of the fiber link. The linear phase term due to the fixed time delay, is then subtracted to yield only the phase distortion due to dispersion. Curves A and B in Fig. 7 show the resulting phase shifts corresponding to evaluated at the positions of the spectral peaks in the data sets of Fig. 6 . The solid lines are the least-square fits of each data set to third-order polynomials. From these data, as well as from several other measurements performed at different delays the residual dispersion in the concatenated link is dominated by third-order dispersion with 0.016 0.002 ps km 0.0088 0.001 ps/km/nm (which means 85% of the dispersion slope of the SMF has been compensated) and with zero dispersion wavelength at 1591 3 nm. This result is consistent with the intensity cross-correlation measurement shown in Fig. 4(a) which displays an oscillatory trailing tail arising from this third-order dispersion. The measured thirdorder dispersion is roughly six times lower than that of dispersion-shifted fiber, where 0.05-0.06 ps/km/nm . In order to further validate this spectral interferometry technique, we have also measured some short fibers with known dispersions. Curves C, D, and E in Fig. 7 show the measured results for three additional fiber configurations: 1-m DSF spliced to 20-cm SMF, 1-m DSF spliced to 30-cm SMF, and 1-m DSF spliced to 10-cm DCF. The dispersion of SMF can be obtained from these measurements by taking the phase difference of curves C and D, which corresponds to the phase distortion caused by 10 cm of SMF. Similarly, the dispersion of the DCF can then be deduced from the difference of curves C and E after the dispersion of SMF has been obtained. Our measurements yield 21.0 1.5 16.5 ps/km/nm) and 98.5 7.5 ps km ( 77.3 ps/km/nm) at 1550 nm for SMF and DCF, respectively. Compared to the known second-order dispersions of SMF 22 ps /km) and of this DCF 96 ps /km) at 1550 nm (obtained from the time-of-flight measurements), these results indicate that our spectral interferometry measurements yield accurate values for the leading-order dispersion term in these three fiber configurations. Therefore, we believe that the measured residual dispersion for the dispersion-compensated SMF-DCF link should also be valid, because third-order dispersion is the leading-order dispersion term for this compensated fiber link. Note that we directly measured the overall dispersion of the whole SMF-DCF fiber link, rather than measuring the dispersion of the individual fibers separately and weighting them according to their lengths, because we are only interested in the overall uncompensated dispersion effect. Furthermore, measuring the whole link directly provides the most accurate estimate of the total link dispersion (which is dominated by third-order dispersion while in the individual SMF or DCF the is dominant. Spectral interferometry measurements can potentially be extended to longer fibers, limited ultimately by laser timing jitter. In the current experiments, the timing jitter between pulses number and is required to be less than roughly 1 fs to avoid washing out the spectral fringes. Recent measurements in a stretched-pulse mode-locked fiber laser similar to ours showed a white noise timing jitter ranging from 4 to 19 ppm with a 10-Hz resolution bandwidth, depending on the laser configuration [32] . Scaling these numbers to our experiments would lead to a timing jitter between pulses and in the range 0.16-0.76 fs, consistent with our observation of high-contrast spectral fringes. Based on the more favorable (lower) jitter estimate of 4 ppm, one could in principle apply spectral interferometry to fibers over one kilometer in length. Furthermore, note that mode-locked semiconductor laser systems can have timing jitters approximately ten times lower over the same resolution bandwidth [33] , which could further extend the maximum fiber length. These estimates, which do not account for correlated noise effects such as longterm drift of the laser repetition rate or the optical length of the fiber under test, should be regarded as upper limits to the permissible fiber length. We note that spectral interferometry can also be performed on a single-shot (single-pulse) basis, in which case the limitations outlined above do not apply.
To summarize for this section, we demonstrate the application of femtosecond spectral interferometry to measure the small residual third-order dispersion of a 42-m dispersioncompensated fiber link. By using a mode-locked pulsed source, we were able to extend our spectral interferometric measurement technique substantially beyond the usual fiber lengths on the order of a meter. It should be possible to extend interferometric techniques to even longer fibers as well, limited ultimately by laser timing jitter.
V. 2.5-KM DISPERSION-COMPENSATED SMF-DCF LINK
Substantially longer transmission distances should be possible with longer femtosecond pulses if the dispersion characteristics we have measured for the 42-m link can be scaled to longer concatenated SMF-DCF links. For a fiber link dominated by third-order dispersion, the propagation distance is proportional to the third power of pulsewidth for a fixed pulse broadening ratio [34] . Therefore, from the case of 62-fs pulses traveling over a 42-m SMF-DCF fiber link, we should expect a comparable pulse-broadening ratio for 245-fs pulses to propagate over a similar SMF-DCF link of 2.6 km in length. To demonstrate this, here we propagate 245-fs pulses over a 2.5-km DCF link made of the same SMF and DCF.
The 62-fs pulses [power spectrum shown in Fig. 3(a) ] used in the previous experiments are spectrally tailored using an interference bandpass filter centered at 1560 nm to produce a filtered spectrum with a FWHM of 9.8 nm as shown in Fig. 8 , which would result in a transform-limited pulsewidth of 230 fs. The modulation of 1.2 nm in the filtered spectrum is likely due to the Fabry-Perot effect associated with the interference filter. The filtered pulses were measured to have pulsewidths of 245 fs. Fig. 9(a) shows the cross-correlation trace of such filtered pulses with the original 62-fs pulses as the reference. These filtered 245-fs pulses with an average power of 50 W at 33-MHz repetition rate are then sent to a 2.5-km SMF-DCF fiber link. The pulses initially broaden to 400 ps (calculated) in 2060 m of SMF (AT&T 5D) and are then recompressed to 500 fs FWHM using 445 m of DCF (AT&T JRFDC1074C1DC), resulting in a compression ratio of 800. The cross-correlation traces of the input pulses and the optimally recompressed output pulses, measured using the original 62-fs laser pulses as the reference, are shown in Fig. 9(b) . Note that because the path of the signal pulses (2.5 km of fiber) is much longer than that of the reference pulses ( 2 m of free space), the output pulse is correlating with the instead of the reference pulse. As in our previous 42-m experiments using shorter 62-fs pulses, the output pulse shown in Fig. 9(b) displays an oscillatory behavior in the trailing edge, indicating some uncompensated third-order dispersion (or dispersion slope). The spectral interferometry technique used to measure the previous 42-m link cannot be applied here to this 2.5-km SMF-DCF link because the timing jitter of the pulse source washes out the interference of the and pulses. However, because our filtered pulses are substantially bandwidth-limited, by performing numerical simulations we estimate the residual third-order dispersion of our 2.5-km fiber link The result of our estimate is 0.023 0.007 ps /km. This is roughly consistent with the residual dispersion in the previous 42-m link ( 0.016 ps /km) [21] and also is 4 times lower than the dispersion slope of DSF. The observation the residual is somewhat worse than in the 42-m link case can probably be attributed to slight nonuniformities of the dispersions of the SMF and DCF along their lengths and, to a small extent, to the fact that the optimal length ratio is larger (4.63 versus 4.57) due to different center wavelength 1560 nm versus 1591 nm). The transmission distance of 2.5 km should be suitable for local-area networking applications based on specially coded femtosecond light pulses [2] . Compared to previous experiments using sub-500-fs pulses and fiber gratings to compensate the dispersion of 250-m of single-mode fiber [3] , our experiments achieve an 8 longer propagation distance over SMF. It is also interesting to compare to the TDM systems experiments of Kawanishi et al. [17] , in which 0.98-ps pulses were transmitted over 40 km with a broadening ratio of 1.6. Those experiments employed a dispersion-slope compensating fiber to reduce the overall dispersion slope from 0.06 to 0.02 ps/km/nm (or 0.033 ps /km). Our SMF-DCF link achieves a somewhat lower residual dispersion slope and should therefore allow even a longer transmission distance if the same 0.98-ps pulses are applied.
VI. SUMMARY
We have demonstrated a dispersion compensation technique using a special DCF for femtosecond pulse transmission. Fig. 9 . 2.5-km fiber transmission for 245-fs pulses. Intensity profiles of (a) the input 245-fs pulse and (b) the output pulse of the 2.5-km optimally dispersion-compensated fiber link,measured by cross correlations using a 62-fs reference pulse directly from the lasers. 255 fs and 510 fs correspond, respectively, to 245 fs and 505 fs in pulse duration after deconvolution.
A short SMF-DCF link (42 m) was first tested using very short pulses (62 fs) to precisely test the dispersion compensation capability of this DCF. The residual dispersion of this dispersion-compensated link was then measured by using a femtosecond spectral interferometry technology. The results show that this optimized SMF-DCF link has a dispersion slope approximately six times lower than that of dispersionshifted fiber. Finally, by performing experiments with 245-fs pulses over a 2.5-km SMF-DCF link, we have verified that the propagation distance scales as the cube of the pulsewidth, as expected for a link dominated by third-order dispersion. This length is already suitable for femtosecond local-area networking applications. Transmission of shorter femtosecond pulses over even longer distances may be accomplished by using appropriate pairs of dispersion compensating fibers, femtosecond pulses shapers [35] , or other methods to further compensate for the residual third-order dispersion in our current compensated links. 
